The understanding of lithium solvation and transport in ionic liquids is important due to the possible applications in electrochemical devices. Using first principles simulations aided with the metadynamics approach we study the free energy landscape for lithium at infinite dilution conditions in ethylammonium nitrate, a protic ionic liquid. We analyze the local structure of the liquid around the lithium cation and find a quantitative picture in agreement with experimental findings. Our simulations show that the lowest two free energy minima correspond to conformations with the lithium solvated either by 3 or 4 nitrates ions with a transition barrier between them of 0.2 eV. Other less probable conformations having a different solvation pattern are also investigated.
I. Introduction
Ionic liquids (ILs) have attracted the interest of the academic community for many years. However, the possibility of designing ILs for specific applications is now being considered from many different technological areas. One example is the Li-ion battery (LIB) industry that needs to address safety issues emerging from the flammability of the currently used carbonate based organic electrolytes. Indeed, some ILs are good candidates as safer electrolytes because they are non-flammable. Moreover, ILs in general have negligible vapor pressure and high chemical and thermal stability, properties that are also beneficial for the reliability of LIBs. The essential role of the electrolyte is to conduct the electric charges between the electrodes by allowing the transport of ions. In that respect, ILs offer a concrete possibility for LIBs and other electrochemical storage devices [1] [2] [3] . Understanding the ion transport mechanisms is of great importance not only for LIBs and fuel cells but also for many other systems [4] [5] [6] . Interfaces involving ILs [7] [8] [9] and computational design of new electrolyte materials [10] [11] [12] are also a subject of great interest for the electrochemistry community. Protic ionic liquids (PILs) are a subset of ionic liquids that have recently gained widespread scientific attention [13] [14] [15] [16] . Balducci et al. suggested that PILs represent a new and interesting class of electrolytes for LIBs [17] [18] [19] because of their large conductivity with respect to the more common aprotic ones. Moreover, PIL are in general less expensive than their aprotic counterparts, they are relatively easy to synthesize and environmentally friendly. All these properties are attractive for the modern industry and in particular for LIB applications [20] .
In this work we present our study on the Li-ion solvation and diffusion in EthylAmmonium Nitrate (EAN) by means of ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) based on density functional theory (DFT). EAN is a structurally heterogeneous and bicontinuous PIL, with polar domains, constituted of nitrate anion and ammonium groups, and apolar domains, constituted of methylene and methyl groups. The packing into an ordered liquid is provided by the solvophobic, electrostatic and strong hydrogen bonding interactions [21, 22] as for other pure ILs [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . The melting point is at 286 K [39, 40] .
The transport of ions in the electrolyte is one key phenomenon governing the performance Li-ion batteries. Nevertheless, the understanding of lithium solvation and its transport in PIL at the atomistic level is still lacking. Previous AIMD simulations [41, 42] addressed the dynamical properties of neat EAN, revealing the presence of ions rattling in Long Living (LL) cages, which are formed by stable LL-pairs. The lithium solvation problem, instead, has only been studied with MD simulations based on Empirical Force Fields (EFF) [43] [44] [45] [46] . Moreover, the characterization of the Li solvation environment has been attempted by means of neutron diffraction experiments [44] . In spite of all these valuable efforts, the complexity of the Li solvation and its mobility through the viscous EAN structure has not been fully disentangled yet.
There have been some interesting studies on the Li + solvation and its transport properties in liquids, liquid electrolytes, and different kind of ionic liquids [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] . There were also some interesting studies explicitly on the structure and the dynamics of molten lithium nitrate (LiNO 3 ). The first one is by Kato et al, who discussed the rotational, translational and re-orientational motions of molten LiNO 3 using classical potentials [59] [60] [61] . Later, Adya et al investigated the structure of the LiNO 3 combining MD simulations with X-ray and neutron diffraction experiments. They reported that the lithium monovalent cation is surrounded on an average by four nitrate (NO 3 -) ions, with one oxygen atom in each of these NO 3 -ions facing towards the Li + cation [62] . Kameda et al, arrived to a similar conclusion and proposed that the lithium is also surrounded tetrahedrally by four nitrate ions, and one oxygen atom in each of these four (NO 3 -) ions points towards the Li + cation [63] .
In this study we use AIMD in combination with the metadynamics (MTD) [64] [65] [66] [67] approach in order to shed light on the solvation structure and diffusion pathways for lithium transport in EAN [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] . The simulations are sufficiently long in order to sample the different solvation possibilities. We show that the most favorable lithium scenarios are associated with a coordination with 3 and 4 nitrates, which in turn, are associated to configurations having a polulation of monodentate and bidentate geometries. We also discuss other lithium local environments through the analysis of the radial distribution functions and the free energy landscape along with the minimum energy pathway connecting the two most probable local minima.
The structure of the paper is as follows. The computational details and the description of the employed model system are in Section II. The structural characterization of the generated trajectory and the discussion of the reconstructed free energy surface (FES) are reported in Section III.
II. Computational details and model systems
This study relies mainly on AIMD simulations carried out with the CP2K [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] package. However, the preparation of the model has been carried out at the EFF level of theory, using the Gromacs package [83] [84] [85] [86] . The chosen parameterization is the one proposed by Varela et al. [43] . The EFF-MD simulations are meant to generate a starting structure for AIMD without excessively consuming computational resources.
The model system contains 39 EAN ion pairs plus one LiNO 3 , (590 atoms) and it is globally electrically neutral. Hence, it is the equivalent of ~ 1.61 wt % solution LiNO 3 in EAN with a density of 1206.2313 kg/m 3 . The available experiments were performed on a ~ 6 wt % solution LiNO 3 in EAN [47] .
The ab initio MD simulations are carried out within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The electronic structure properties were calculated using the PBE [87] functional with the empirical correction from Grimme scheme (DFT-D3) [88, 89] to account for the dispersion interactions, which are important in ionic liquids [90] [91] [92] . Kohn-Sham orbitals are expanded in a Gaussian basis set for the all atoms (MOLOPT-DZVP-SR-GTH for Li, C, N, O, H), and we employed the norm-conserving GTH pseudopotentials. The auxiliary plane wave (PW) basis set was defined by the energy cutoff of 350 Ry. The equations of motion are integrated via the velocity Verlet algorithm with a time step of 1 fs. The temperature is controlled by the Nosé-Hoover chain of thermostats [93, 94] .
The simulations were extended up to 550 ps. Low spin states are used in all the calculations. The Brillouin zone was sampled at the Γ point only throughout the present study. The system was firstly equilibrated with at least 10 ns at 298 using EFF-MD simulations, followed by a second equilibration which is started by sampling the constant pressure/constant temperature ensemble (NPT) at 300K for 20 ps where the pressure is controlled by means of the Parrinello-Rahman method [95] using the structure of liquid that was obtained from the previous EFF-MD equilibration. During this time, the simulation box slowly changes its size, approaching the experimental density of 1206.235 kg/m 3 after 10 ps [43] . After the NPT equilibration, we observe that the solvation shell of the Li + cation contains only 3 nitrates in a planar arrangement. This is actually at odds with the average coordination number of 4 recently reported in an EFF-MD study [43] . The general issue of the discrepancy between EFF and DFT simulations with respect to the solvation shell of ions in water has been extensively treated in the literature [96] [97] . The deviation is often attributed to some polarization effect, which cannot be captured by the EFF description [98, 99] .
Starting from one snapshot at the experimental density extracted from the NPT trajectory, the sampling of the constant volume ensemble (NVT) is first carried out at a higher temperature (1500 K) for 6ps. From the high-T trajectory four configurations were selected corresponding to t=3 ps, 4 ps, 5 ps, and 6 ps. These have been used as initial coordinates for four independent annealing procedures, bringing the system from 1500 K to 300 K over 6 ps. After analyzing the four final local environments around the Li + cation, we selected as starting configuration for the further study one structure with four nitrates within the Li-solvation shell.
The production trajectory has been generated by running 36 ps in the NVT ensemble at 300 K, followed by more than 500 ps by applying the MTD acceleration scheme. MTD is used to investigate the rearrangements of the lithium coordination environment and the possible diffusion mechanism. This is done by defining a proper set of collective variables (CVs). These have to involve all the slow degrees of freedom that need to be activated in order to observe the relevant structural rearrangements under investigation. In our case, the CVs have to describe the local structure around the Li + cation. To this purpose, we selected two CVs. The first, CV 1 , is the coordination between the Li and the oxygen atoms of the nitrate ions. The second one is the coordination between the Li + and the nitrogen atoms belonging to the nitrate ions (CV 2 ). These two CVs should provide the characterization of the solvation environment in terms of the number and relative orientation of the nitrate ions. The sampling in the reduced space of the CVs is enhanced by constructing the time dependent MTD potential. This potential is generated by spawning Gaussian hills along the trajectory. The height and the width of the Gaussians are 10 -3 and 0.2 in a.u, respectively. The time interval between spawning two consecutive hills equals 25 MD step.
III. Results and discussion

A. Lithium solvation and structure analysis
It is well known that pure ILs are nanostructured into polar and apolar domains [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Moreover, when other inorganic salts, like Mg(NO 3 ) 2 , Ca(NO 3 ) 2 , and Al(NO 3 ) 2, are dissolved into PILs, the metal cations (Mg 2+ , Ca 2+ , and Al 3+ ) are more likely to reside in polar domains [14, 15, 72, 100, 101] . This arrangement is also favored by the Li + , which is found close to the polar groups and is strongly associated with the nitrate ions [43, 47] . Also in EAN, the Li ion is known to be solvated by a first shell of nitrates, which screen it from the rest of the liquid. This first solvation shell is rather fluxional, i.e., the nitrates rotate and rearrange easily around the Li + , and can also change in number or get exchanged.
The MD run is carried on in the NVT ensemble for the first 36 ps. During this time, the system explores the initial equilibrium state, where the coordination of Li to N spontaneously fluctuates between 3 and 4. The longest part of the trajectory, until the simulation time of 550 ps, is instead biased by the MTD procedure. The goal is to force larger fluctuations in the coordination shell of the Li + , in order to investigate structural changes in its environment, like rotations and swaps of the nitrates, the hopping of the cation to other coordination pockets, prompting the diffusion mechanism. From the monitoring of the CVs (see Figure 1) , we are able to identify the most relevant changes in the microstructure around the cation. The detailed molecular movements responsible for the CVs variations are revealed by closely inspecting the all-atom trajectory [102] .
Figure. As a general remark, we observe that over the entire trajectory, the Li-O coordination changes more rapidly and shows much wider fluctuations. In particular, for the same number of nitrates in the first solvation shell, the Li-O coordination can vary when the local geometry changes from monodentate to bidentate. For example, four nitrates in the first shell might give a Li-O coordination of 7, with three bidendate and one monodendate, or of 6, with two bidendate and 2 monodendate.
The ion pairs lifetime in the EAN, has been reported to be more than 100 ps [41] .
Therefore, in order to be able to observe processes that involve a broader reorganization within the liquid, with exchanges among the ion pairs, it is required to significantly extend the sampling. This can be achieved by applying the MTD formalism, as described above. Once the MTD is switched on, the system explores, indeed, a much broader area of the phase space. The large fluctuations in the Li-O coordination number are associated to the rotational and translational motion of the nitrate ions. Note that, once the MTD is activated, the range of variation becomes much wider, meaning that also the exchange between monodendate and bidendate geometries is enhanced. The large fluctuations of the two selected CVs suggest that the trajectory visits configurations corresponding to different solvation scenarios. From the detailed analysis of the microstructure's changes and the reconstruction of the underlying FES we are able to identify the transition region and possible new stable states.
The Li-N coordination changes more slowly and it can be used to distinguish among separate metastable states in the phase space. We label the identified states as follows: The Li-O coordination is often maximized, when the Li-N coordination is between 3 and 4. This means that the bidendate geometries are predominant. However, with larger Li-N coordination values, the Li-O coordination can become as small as 4. This situation corresponds to geometries where some nitrate ions within the solvation shell do not contribute to the oxygen coordination. This can be understood from pure steric effects: in order to have a larger number of nitrates closer to the Li + , they rearrange such that the interactions with the oxygen atoms are disfavoured. On the other hand, large values in the oxygen coordination can also be associated to nitrates belonging to the second solvation shell. These results imply that the presence of the lithium cation strongly affects the packing ordering in EAN. Within the first 320 ps, the Li + experiences different local environments, while the number of nitrates in its coordination shell varies between 2 and six, with clear preference for the coordinations 3 and 4. The structural changes are determined by the rearrangements of the closest nitrates surrounding the lithium. The coordination to six nitrates has been already discussed in the literature [103] .
At about 320 ps, the system undergoes an abrupt change. The Li-N coordination drops below 2 and below, and higher coordinations are stably recovered only after 480 ps. The Li ion is found in a diffusive state, surrounded by only few EhtylAmmonium molecules. This can be interpreted as a lithium desolvation state allowing the cation to move through the apolar region, until it can be newly fully solvated by other nitrates. This implies that the diffusion of the Li ion occurs by hopping between neighboring polar domains and not by dragging its own coordination shell. This finding is consistent with the high viscosity of such liquids, which prevents the moves over long distances of bulky pseudo-particles (i.e., Li + solvation).
The different possible coordinations within the same domain are repeatedly observed, with relatively frequent transitions from one to the other, suggesting that FES basins is rather smooth, corrugated just by small barriers. Therefore the kinetics within the domain is fast.
B. Lithium coordination with nitrates
In order to better characterize the local environment of the Li + ion solvated in EAN also beyond the first solvation shell, we computed the Li-N pair distribution functions. Since the MTD trajectory samples regions of the phase space corresponding to different intermediate structures, the Li-N, g_N(r), radial distribution functions have been calculated over configurations belonging to a specific coordination environment. In particular, we distinguish four different situations, corresponding to the lithium coordination including 3, 4, 5, or 6 nitrates. The resulting radial distributions are plotted in Figure 3 . When either 3 or 4 nitrates form the solvation shell, the g_N(r) shows a bimodal distribution, which is consistent with the easy switching between the bidendate and monodendate binding geometries. With coordination 4, two nitrates are always in the bidentate mode, one is always monodentate, and one switches between the two. Hence, first peak of the g_N(r) is slightly higher. For the 3-nitrates coordination, instead, the second peak is more pronounced, because the monodentate geometry is preferred. Hence, from the radial distribution function we could determine the most probable structure of the solvation shell. Figure. 3 Comparison of the radial distribution functions g_N(r) for the different lithium nitrate coordinations compared to the experimental data [47] Analogously, when the lithium solvation shell is more populated, by 5 or 6 nitrates, the g_N(r) does not present the two peaks distribution, indicating that no molecule is in the bidendate geometry. This single peak is found at slightly longer distance, but still in the range of distances of the monodentate-binding mode.
R. Hayes et al. [47] considered that EA regions of the liquid are apolar, and the nitrates regions are polar. To characterize the polar environment of the lithium and its relation with the coordination number with nitrates, we calculated the integrated radial distribution function of g_C CH3 …C CH3 for 0 =< r max (Å) <= 5. The result of the integration shows that there are more EA (2.81) in coordination 4 than in coordination 3 (2.59). Then, the coordination 3 is characteried by a more polar environment than that of coordination 4.
C. Free energy landscape for the lithium solvation in EAN
By performing metadynamics using a few CVs, it is possible to estimate the free energy surface (FES) in the reduced phase space defined by them. The FES is constructed progressively along the run, by exploring wider region of the phase space. When no more significant changes in the topography are observed, i.e., when no more new minima are discovered and the trajectory turns around among the same states, the run can be considered converged.
Figure. 4 Free energy surface as estimated from the MTD potential acting in the reduced phase space of the two selected collective variables. The contour lines are reported with a spacing in energy of 0.01 eV, the color map distinguish more probable areas (blue) from less visited areas (orange-red). The black dots mark the Minimum Energy Pathway (MEP) [104] .
Our MTD run starts with a Li-N coordination between 3 and 4 and a Li-O coordination between 5 and 6. These states, indeed, appear as a large and deep well in the FES, in Figure. 4. The fine corrugation of this large basin of attraction, however, cannot be easily resolved. There are two well-defined local minima located in the basin, one more around CV 2 equal 3 and one at 4. The barrier separating these two states is less than 0.3 eV, and indeed could be crossed already at the standard MD level. As expected the available variability range of CV 1 is determined by the value of CV 2 . As for the region with higher Li-N coordination number (e.g., ~6), the six surrounding nitrates can be either all monodendate or a combination between mono and bidendate configurations. The changes in coordination modes is very fluid and apparently barrier less. For this reason, in the two dimensional representation of the FES it is not possible to recognize any clear minimum. The region that shows the lowest Li-N coordination (CV 2 < 1) is associated with the lithium diffusion from the polar to the apolar domain. Also in this case, the 2D FES appears rather shallow, without clear structure, indicating a diffusive behavior. Indeed, in the time interval between 400 and 500 ps (see Fig.1 ), the fluctuations of both variables are continuous and wide between 0 and 3-5.
We show in Figure 5 4 are showing more than one minima reflects the existence of a population of both mondendate and bidendate geometries, and the switching between them. Therefore, there is a clear competition between the lithium coordination with 3, and 4 nitrates respectively. It was previously reported [47] that every Li + cation is solvated by approximately four nitrates, and this is in line with our simulations.
The energy profile shows that higher coordination states are thermodynamically not stable. On the other hand, the S 6 has two minima S 6 1 and S 6 2 , which are associated to the lithium coordination with 5, and 6 oxygens respectively. It is noticeable that in this coordination state S 6 the switching from the oxygen coordination 5 to 6 is barrier less. Yet, once in S Finally, the MEP doesn't reveal any clear minimum for the lithium coordination 1, even though some structuring and corrugation can be observed. This metastable state is interesting because it shows the energy of the lithium de-solvation, necessary to allow the lithium diffusion in the liquid.
Relying on the findings of the biased and unbiased MD sampling and on what we observe in the MD/MTD trajectory, the lithium has to visit the solvation states located by the metadynamics while moving from a polar to a nearby apolar domain with a desolvation energy computed to be around -3.33 eV, which is higher by about 1 eV than in the common organic electrolyte solvent [105] . This conclusion can be correlated to the fluctuation observed in the CV 1 (see Fig.1 ), which can be seen as a dragging force for the lithium diffusion in the liquid. Therefore, this is one of the possible mechanisms for lithium diffusion.
IV. Conclusion
In this paper we report a first principles and metadynamics simulations study of the lithium solvation in EAN with an aim to understand the mechanisms involved in the solvation, and the diffusion of lithium. The main findings of our work are the molecular arrangement around the Li + cation, and the free energy landscape of the different lithium coordinations in this particular ionic liquid. Indeed, the classical MD suggested previously a solvation shell involving between four to five nitrate ions around a single Li + . The performed unbiased molecular dynamics simulations in this study were not enough to have a good sampling of the lithium solvation environment due to the short time scale and the transient changes in the CV 2 . However, the biased (MTD) simulations results leads to a different Li + solvation structure. The MTD simulations strongly show the predominant low free energy barriers for the lithium coordination with 3 nitrates (S 3 ), and 4 nitrates (S 4 ). The difference in free energy between these two states was found to be an activated process with a free energy barrier of ~ 0.2 eV. Moreover, the analysis of the g_N(r) for these two states implies a switching of the oxygen facing towards the Li + cation. The results of these analyses show also that the lithium is surrounded by an average of four or three nitrate ions in two different conformations corresponding to the nitrate ions coordinating with the lithium cation in either monodendate or bidendate geometries. In fact, the results of the structure and dynamics properties of the system discussed in this manuscript are also in good agreement with the recent experimental data [47] . Overall, these results are consistent with the findings from previous experiment for the same liquid but with higher lithium concentration.
This work represents a major computational effort that pushes the capabilities of the state-of-the-art AIMD to its limits. Extending studies like this one to many systems in a systematic way is still very expensive and therefore the use of simplified force fields is very important. In this sense, the current work provides a good standard to be used as a benchmark for the development of improved models.
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